Impulse Systems

Mini Central

The Mini Central forms a combination of a quartz Master Clock with 6 different impulse groups (amplifiers) for control of slave clocks, and a yearly programmer with 2 outputs for controlling different energy consumers such as electrical striking plates, buzzers for pause signalling etc.

The Mini Central is most flexible as all parameters such as type of impulse system, impulse length, etc. can be set individually for each group. It is also equipped with an automatic measurement function which measures the voltage and current for each group.

The programmer has fixed public holidays and summer/winter time changing pre-programmed.

The unit offers full flexibility with regard to programming working days between holidays, public holidays to weekdays, holiday periods etc.
A total of 800 signal points can be programmed over the 2 relay outputs.
Repeating daily function on a certain output only requires 1 signal point.

Running reserve:
The built-in lead-acid battery provides the internal time function with the necessary back-up in the event of power failure. Both relay outputs and impulse groups are working as normal.